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I am her child. How does their tense relationship change the way they view one
another?What happens when a woman of retirement decides to be the primary caregiver of
her elderly mother? I am her mom. I am her caregiver.
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. I also took treatment of my mom on hospice in my home and it's not easy to say the least.
Read it and embrace it.If you are anticipating this experience, that is a must go through. It'll
validate your actions and make you feel good for all that you did. Heartfelt, honest and
sometimes humorous description of the joys, pains, loneliness and poignant occasions of
function reversal one encounters when caring for an elderly mother or father. You will not be
sorry that you did. If someone is starting or considering having a mother or father with
dementia move around in, there is no clearer explanation of the daily grind and what type of
planning and support is required. This is strongly suggested reading for anybody in these
circumstances as well as for anyone who has experienced a challenging childhood and is now
at the additional end of the lifecycle. Heartfelt and honest. I though, had a good relationship
with my mother. However, this one is distinguishable in describing the experience when the
mother-daughter relationship was previously conflicted. A great book! This is essential share
book. I have already gave mine away and will purchase more for giveaways.The book hits on
all degrees of taking care of a parent with the physical, emotional and and treasuring the good
times. You will look back and realize that you truly did do the best that you could do If you've
ever been a caregiver for a mother or father this is essential read book. I only wished this is
around when I was a part-period caregiver for my mother. The circumstances may not met
your knowledge exactly but the emotions will. You will cry and laugh at what you possess
experienced and reflect on all of the feelings in this publication. You can look back and
recognize that you really did do the very best that you could do, no real matter what the
recipient of your love and affection said to you or the rest of he world. Today the girl (in her
60's) is looking after this same mother. The mom was abused by her hubby and the girl was
abused by her mother.The daily physical toll faced by any caregiver to a parent with dementia
may be the best delineated I have ever read I've read several books about adult children
who've been the caregivers for parents with dementia. A must for anyone who has a family
member with the on group of dementia shifting touching and directional in every sense of the
word. It is so very hard to go from being the child to then needing to be the mother or father.I
see parts of the book where I am causeing this to be change for myself and We hate it.I only
had time to read a chapter or two. This, actually, was an abusive relationship. It is so well
written and so compelling. We all proceed through these changes and Dawn brings it all into
perspective. Next time I looked at the clock I was shocked to see how much time I spent. My
doggie was however not baffled at all. "Where is definitely my dinner Mom? I miss both of
you!READ this publication. The daily physical toll confronted by any caregiver to a mother or
father with dementia may be the best delineated I have ever read. Offers you a fresh
perspective on the aging process and how both generations have to deal with it. I really like
looking within my phone and its my Jean only if for some moments. this was a wonderful
book... I would have known that others 're going through everything that I was going right
through. Dawn definitely tells it enjoy it is. Your an amazing daughter, mother and friend. Very
good read I totally relate to this book......... Writer Dawn Watson's honesty in conveying the
added emotional trauma experienced in this type of relationship enriches this publication. A
once strong and independent girl is now looked after by a daughter, who's herself considered
a "senior". Coping with issues such as loss of short-term memory space and declining physical
abilities is not possible for a caregiver, I'm sure many in the author's circumstance can relate!
Outstanding I laughed, I cried , We had a frown then I smiled and laughed even more. I could
hear your mother saying all these things... It tells of all pain and heartache and also some
happy moments of caring for a loved one that is no longer in a position to think and care for

themselves..the good ...&... My husband got Alzheimers and I wished there is a publication out
there like this for me to read as I looked after him.the bad. the ugly. Dawn is a wonderful writer
and I do appreciate reading her books. Thank you for allowing me to be involved it was my
pleasure!" After what I got read all I could do was hug and kiss her, fed her and thank her for
her unconditional love. An excellent informative book - a great read! She praises you to me all
the time therefore deep down she REALLY LOVES YOU !???? and the puppies also! Reviewing
the chronicles of Dawn O Watson Having completed The Dementia Chronicles it really is a
publication you can't put down based on the inward thoughts and actions of a compassionate
mother or father. I want that I had go through this before my parents entered this realm of
their lifestyle. By my grandmother Kay Graf
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